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Abstract
The basic elements of evidence-informed policymaking are the evaluation of existing research information, the acquisition of new research information, hearings of experts, and assessing alternative policy measures. In Finland the steering of public research is based on the procurement process where ministries are purchasers. This paper reports an interview with key persons from the structural development period of Finnish sectoral research (1990-2013). The competence needed from key actors in the steering of contract-based research is a multidimensional concept including sectoral, horizontal, and vertical components. This commissioning competence has evolved during the development period close to a complexity competence. The research management needs multidimensional knowledge, and the steering of the research requires skills in network governance and uncertainty management. Thus, it is not only research and sectoral competence that is needed from the administration, but also cross-sectoral, vertical and network management competence. The framework of the coordination and governance of complex research administration is introduced by applying the resilience concept.
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1. Introduction
Public spending for research and development is a tool for government policy in areas of science, technology, and innovation. On average, public funding constitutes 35% of total R&D spending in European countries (Reale 2017). Funding is an instrument accessible to governments for steering science and innovation systems. Many countries have introduced reforms of their R&D funding systems, to foster excellence, knowledge transfer and socio-economic innovation. The changes typically reduce the proportion of institutional funding and favour competitive project-based systems (Reale 2017). This process can be seen in Finland, where the sectoral public research, conducted in collaboration with ministries and carried out by research institutes, has formed the central part of societal expertise, development, and the service system. In this article, we use the term commissioning to refer to both the management of public institutional and program funds and the procurement of research and research services therein. In Finland, this is done by the ministries and partly by large research funding agencies. It is like the purchase-provide model of purchasing but is more of a general and wider concept.

Key players in sectoral public research in Finland are state-owned research institutes. The total amount of R&D funding for research institutes from their own administrative branches’ budgets for 2019 was EUR 183.5 million. Budget funding decreased by around three per cent or EUR 5.6 million from the previous year’s budget. Total R&D funding for research institutes (budget funding and external funding) is EUR 457.2 million in 2019, which is EUR 3.3 million more than in 2018. The increase is due to increased external funding, which grows by EUR 8.9 million to EUR 273.7 million. The share of external funding is around 60 per cent of research institutes’ funding (Official Statistics of Finland 2019). The policy measures of all the societal branches of the administration, practical administration work and international cooperation use the expert support and services of these research institutes. Budget funding and now more frequently R&D programmes are tools for steering public research (Rantanen 2008). Therefore, research executives and responsible officials are key actors in the management of the commissioning of societally relevant knowledge for science-based or evidence-based policymaking.

Evidence-based policy (EBP) is a concept applied in public policy to refer to situations whereby policy decisions are informed by established objective evidence. Underlying many of the calls for evidence-based policy is often a
At every stage of the structural development of the Finnish research system, CC is mentioned as one of the key strategic research and programmes, and mechanisms for short-term governmentally relevant surveys, assessments generated to ensure the societal relevance of public research. With the reform of Finnish public research and improving the use of scientific information on which to base societal reforms and policies. New tools have been introduced as a part of the Academy of Finland to promote strategic research and programmes, and mechanisms for short-term governmentally relevant surveys, assessments and forecasts have been strengthened.

1.1 The Case Description—A Need for Commissioning Competence in Finnish Public Research Structure

In the past 30 years, the Finnish public research system has been undergoing structural reform making it less fragmented and more cross-sectoral, aiming for a more societally relevant form (Lemola 2002, Hytinen et al. 2009, Loikkanen et al. 2010). This objective of more horizontal coordination has also been the trend in public administration in general (Virtanen 2016, OECD 2017). The development of public sectoral research has been based on the systemic concept of national innovation policy and the general model of public sectoral research. In the General model, commissioning plays a major role. Public funding is channelled through public tendering by competitive funding mechanisms. The ministries serve as the commissioners of the sectoral research, and they can purchase research from different actors also from other sectors. Public sectoral research can also be conducted at places other than state research institutes, for example at universities. The original objective of the General model was to create a research market that would also reform the operating structure (Science and Technology Policy Council 1993, 1996). In the 1990s, performance control was introduced into public administration, which in practice meant that public research institutes were subordinated to ministries and the sectoral structure appeared to be strengthened. This was counter to growing horizontal information needs. Since then, Government decisions (2005, 2007 and 2013) have restructured the sector-specific research arena.

At different stages of this development, the lack of commissioning competence (CC) has been considered a weakness of public research implementation. Several rapporteurs have emphasised that an improvement in CC would be the key to getting better formulation of research needs (the needs of the government and ministries). When Commissioning competence is at high level, the ministries and other utilisers of the research are able to get and use the research information fully in the management of their own tasks - commissioning competence is working. ” (Prime Minister’s Office 2006, translated by this article author). In response to the recommendations, ministries have improved their expertise by appointing research managers or research officials and participating in the design and management of societally relevant research programmes and public–private initiatives.

To improve the cross-sectoral cooperation between research purchasers and providers, the Advisory Board for Sectoral Research (2007-2011) was founded within the Ministry of Education. In this development ‘model’, there were consortia on both the purchaser and provider sides. The purchasers were the ministries and public funding organisations jointly, and the providers were supposed to be research institutes, universities, and private actors. This Advisory Board model was a strongly network-based solution. One of the board’s objectives was to improve CC. However, the cross-sectoral activity did not start as expected and the global economic situation affected the resourcing. As a result, the objectives were not entirely met. The evaluation of sectoral research (Finnish Prime Minister's Office 2012) stated: “In the ministries there is not enough CC of the research and they do not have enough external financing” (Science and Technology Policy Council 2010, Finnish Prime Minister's Office 2012). The same evaluation emphasised the objective of evidence-informed policymaking more strongly than before. It said: "Sectoral public research faces challenges in verifying from wide phenomena clear causal relations and solutions to problems expected by decision-makers. The time scales are different as well. In the decision-making, one must concentrate on the short-term problems, whereas many social solutions require long-range development and looking to the future.” (Harrinvirta 2010). The Advisory Board was closed down 2011 and a new plan on the overall reform of the research institute system and funding (TULA reform) was launched by the Prime Minister's Office in 2013 (REFORM, see Table 2).

The current model of the Finnish research system puts even more pressure on CC. There are special efforts to improve the use of scientific information on which to base societal reforms and policies. New tools have been generated to ensure the societal relevance of public research. With the reform of Finnish public research and funding, the Strategic Research Council has been introduced as a part of the Academy of Finland to promote strategic research and programmes, and mechanisms for short-term governmentally relevant surveys, assessments and forecasts have been strengthened.

At every stage of the structural development of the Finnish research system, CC is mentioned as one of the key...
factors in the success of sectoral research in its mission to produce policy-relevant research. Similarly, during the whole period, CC has been seen as a target for improvement.

The purposes of this empirical study are: 1) to clarify the concept of commissioning competence (CC) and the key factors in building CC and, based on this, 2) to look at how the requirements towards the concept have evolved during the structural development of the public research system, how CC has been considered in development, and 3) to determine what will be required of CC in the new era of the Finnish public research system.

The starting hypothesis is that it has been difficult to meet interconnected and horizontal research challenges in the structural development of Finnish public research because commissioning competence focus has been too sectoral. The research system level focuses on public sectoral research in Finland, using examples from the environment and natural resources sectors. This study covers the areas of natural resources and environmental policy, as they, together with the social and health sectors, have been under pressure from research policy measures to move towards a more coordinated and horizontal approach.

2. Materials and Methods

Qualitative data were generated in semi-structured face-to-face interviews. The informants were 19 experienced high-level research management officials, managers or directors in the public sector. The interview was structured on factors influencing attitudes towards different objectives in different phases of Finnish public research development and measures promoting it like networking, steering and evaluations. The thematic pre-structure of the interview was as follows: Background of the informant, horizontal development of public research, performance control, steering and joint steering, cross-sectoral needs in future, and summary. The overview reports of the national state of Research and Innovation Policy made by the Research and Innovation Council (former Science and Technology Council, published every third year) were used as main background material for the interview form. All informants were currently working, or had formerly worked, in the field of public research management for several years. The choice of experts was based on pre-interviews (at the Research and Innovation Council, the Prime Minister's Office, the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry and the Ministry of the Environment, one person per institute), which were done beforehand to locate people who have played key roles in structural developing processes of public research in Finland. The method of sampling was a snowball sampling (Parker et al. 2019), with carefully avoiding over-representation of any organisation among informants. The population from which the sample was taken was limited to the workers of three ministries (Ministry of Environment, Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, and Ministry of Transport and Communications) and two research steering policy agencies (Research and Innovation Council, Prime Minister’s Office). The sample was chosen to reflect variation in the role and level of the research system and role in the structural development process. These informants represent two groups in relation to their practical experience of and expertise in the study system: 1) the officials and managers who are involved in a sectoral research steering process at ministerial level, and civil servants in ministries (a total of nine interviewees), 2) the research policy experts or developers of the research system level at the Prime Minister’s Office or the Research and Innovation Council (a total of ten interviewees). Most of them (14 persons, 73%) have worked and experienced the whole period of the structural development of the public research system.

All the participants were informed beforehand of the questions and of the anonymity of the interviews' results. For ethical questions, a member of an ethical committee was consulted. According to the consultation, there was no need to apply for an approval of the ethics committee (Finnish Advisory Board on Research Integrity 2009). Permission to record the interviews was obtained from the participants. The recorded sessions were transcribed, and the data analysed by common thematic analysis (familiarisation-coding-generating themes-reviewing-naming). The interviews were made in Finnish, so no direct quotations are presented in this paper. The interviews were conducted during 2013. The data collection will not extend beyond 2013 for a full-time analysis. In this respect, the information has been supplemented by using the publications of the assessment of the Finnish public research reform as secondary data (Haila et al. 2018). The transcribed material was grouped using Nvivo10 software (Bazeley and Richards, 2000). The core meanings were identified, and thematic expressions given to them. Thematic expressions were aggregated and further combined into the main groups. After the first analyse round of analysis steering as the main theme was changed to the commissioning competence because that has clearly the issue instead of the steering protocol.

The concept of CC was constructed including each of the informants’ views to the concept components. First, the pre-structure was formed into three components: relevance-validity-procurement. For distinguishing particularly the nature of sectoral research, the concept’s dimensions policy-specific needs, cooperative requirements and science advice were re-formed. The vertical dimension means the knowledge flow from science providers to its
users in policymaking. Horizontal dimension means cross-sectoral co-operation.

After the evolution of the structural development was drafted based on the Technology and Innovation Council reports (years 1993, 1996, 2000, 2003, 2006, 2008, 2011), the informants’ coded views of CC were put to the timeline to establish possible issues and measures of development. Finally, informants’ open word comments, which were not linked to development, history or definition of CC were coded and clustered. The main thematic topic which integrates and rises from these views, was an issue about an unclear or constantly changing operating environment of the research management, both inside the research system but also as a pressure coming from outside. The primary interview material covers the development period well until the TULA reform in year 2013 and to analyse the situation after the reform, reports Assessment of research institutes and funding reform (Haila et al. 2018) and KOTUMO Steering group report (Ministry of Education and Culture 2018) were used as supplementary materials.

3. Results

3.1 The Concept of Commissioning Competence

A total description of the commissioning competence (CC) concept with several components and dimensions was formed by clustering different informants’ viewpoints on CC (Table 1).

Informants saw commissioning competence as necessary for organising public research in varied ways, but everyone agreed that it is not a personal ability but should be seen more as a collective competence and organisational performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competence components</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Substance</td>
<td><strong>Sectoral needs.</strong> What research information is needed in one’s own administrative branch? What information and knowledge already exists? Scientific quality and key actors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Horizontal needs.</strong> General understanding of what research information is needed based on jointly defined needs. Research needs arising from the implementation of EU and international legislation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Vertical preconditions.</strong> Policy relevance and support for decision-making. Promotion of interactions between research and policymakers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Foresight and effectiveness.</strong> Scientific information that is needed in the future (foresight). Impacts of previous science.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional</td>
<td><strong>Methodological limitations.</strong> General capability of science to generate solutions, probability and time scale. Availability of research “markets” (knowledge of the relevant scientific communities). Research integrity and ethics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Steering and collaboration.</strong> Supervision and control of commissioned research actions. Co-operation with various commissioners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement</td>
<td>Management of the public procurement process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the classifications of the answers, three components of commissioning competence were outlined: content (substance) competence, functional expertise, and procurement competence.

Understanding what kind of research data is needed and how it is obtainable (the need for information and application) is **substance competence**. It extends to two dimensions: firstly, a single administrative sector and its information needs (sectoral) and, secondly a broader horizontal view of the research needs of each society policy. In addition, vertical expertise is needed in understanding the means and type of information that can be transferred to decision-making. Thus, the commissioner manages the chain from the policy level needs to the research producers. In this context, some informants highlighted evidence-based policy as an example of what the international climate panel IPCC has presented and promoted. According to these informants, social policy will increasingly be based on evidence-informed decision-making, but it requires more effort and promotion of all
kinds of interactions between the research world and politicians. Familiarity with international knowledge production and know-how was also considered important, because most of the new information for societal needs are produced abroad. This is also linked to anticipating societal needs and research trends, which can be seen also as a dimension of the substance competence.

**Functional expertise** means that a commissioner understands the nature of the science and its applicability, the validity of the research data that can be used in the decision-making process, and a proper timescale for surveying or reviewing the new data. Normally this is gained by a scientific background of the commissioner. Thus, they know principles of research practices and methods, their possibilities and limitations. Additionally, market management, i.e. knowledge of where the best and most appropriate research know-how in the field lies (knowledge of the research communities), belongs to this component. Another part of functional expertise are research management skills: how to lead, steer, co-ordinate and manage the research process inside the administration.

**Procurement** process management was seen as a routine, which is mainly taken care of by other staff than research executives. There are still some needs for improvement of competence in procurement and management. For example, in the work of the Sectoral Advisory Board, difficulties were encountered in finding practices for managing the joint funding of ministries. It was also mentioned that the calls for tenders are too often copied from previous rounds, and the call texts should be more explicit so that there is no room for confusion, interpretation or misunderstandings.

3.2 Time Scale and Development Efforts 1990-2013

In order to gain an analytical view of the role of CC in the process, the structural development time of the public research system was divided into three periods according to the main development objectives and mechanisms. The structural development model was either the market model, consortia model or reform model (see Table 2). Using the formulated CC concept as a key, the different stages of the structural development of the sectoral public research system were compared to the components of the CC concept (Table 2.). An issue that arose during interviews was the question of the visible role of CC in the development periods and why it does not seem to have been solved sufficiently over the years, even though clear improvements have been made like hiring research managers with scientific background to the ministries.
Table 2. The evolution of role and space of the commissioning competence at different stages of the structural development of sectoral research in public research system Finland

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GENERAL 1990-►</th>
<th>BOARD 2003-►</th>
<th>REFORM 2013-►</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main objectives of the structural development</strong></td>
<td>Ensuring competitiveness, societal relevance and critical mass of research institutions.</td>
<td>Ensuring competitiveness, societal relevance and critical mass of research institutions. Development of horizontal, cooperation to meet cross-sectoral challenges.</td>
<td>Ensuring competitiveness, societal relevance and critical mass of research institutions. Greater prominence for the science in policy process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mechanisms</strong></td>
<td>Open network, market mechanism, self-organisation inside the research system.</td>
<td>Purchase-provider model, cooperation, self-organisation inside the research system.</td>
<td>Governmental reform decisions outside of the research system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure and commissioning of sectoral research</strong></td>
<td>Commissioners: Ministries. Providers: all relevant research actors not only from public research institutes.</td>
<td>Commissioners: Ministries and Cross-sectoral funding consortia (ministries and research funders) Providers: cross-sectoral research consortia (institutes, universities etc.).</td>
<td>Commissioners: Ministries, Strategic Research Council, other governmental research programmes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Funding scheme:</strong></td>
<td>Shift from mainly institutional money to more competitive scheme.</td>
<td>Shift to the joint use of institutional money – joint programming.</td>
<td>Less institutional money but strategic and societally relevant programmes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Challenges</strong></td>
<td>Funders’ commitment to open contracting. General performance management reform in public admin, which caused closer steering of the research institutes by the Ministries.</td>
<td>Structure and size of the board (consortia) -&gt; decision-making issues at purchaser level. Lack of power of the horizontal board compared to sectoral needs.</td>
<td>Adoption of new instruments and structures. Diverse operating field for commissioners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main CC dimensions</strong></td>
<td>Sectoral substance and quality insurance on knowledge.</td>
<td>Sectoral substance and horizontal needs.</td>
<td>Vertical: policy relevance, strategic view.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CC- improvement</strong></td>
<td>Hiring research managers and responsible research officials (executives) to Ministries.</td>
<td>Joint planning, programming and co-operative efforts.</td>
<td>Adoption of co-creative and science-advice methods, joint programming.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: GENERAL = general model time 1990-►, BOARD = time of sectoral consortia 2003-►, REFORM = new model after the reform of research system structure and funding 2013 -►

When looking at the CC requirements for different models, there is no clear difference between the periods, and it does not seem to offer a clue to the CC issue. However, there are differences at the focus of CC. Based on the background literature (structural development reports, policy decisions), one could say that the purpose of the general model was to focus on the content and science. One of the main objectives was ensuring and developing the scientific quality of the sectoral research. Functional expertise (collaboration and research capability) has been important during each development phase, but during the consortia time, emphasis was placed on horizontal cooperation particularly in terms of cross-sectoral steering capacities. The last period emphasises above all the
science-advisory process, which means vertical and impact expertise in CC components, as well as increasing policy relevance, which has been a fundamental objective of all public research activities.

In addition, the need to improve CC was one of the main objectives on the shift from general model to network-based consortia model. One informant clarifies this in the following way (author’s translation): “The fact that the ministries would have actively built that research competence for themselves, a competence that would have made them utilise the resources of these research institutes, was missing. Also missing was the ability to operate in that environment or in the research market so that they would be able to make those orders from the separate sides according to where the best competence was available.”

In terms of functional component, there was an unbalance between horizontal research needs and sectoral administration culture. As significant for horizontal coordination is that the requirements for good research cooperation have not been clearly aligned and the requirements have been considered too great for the resources. There are the perceived problems of time scale, as well as incompatibility of the operations, of the objectives, and of the executing organisations. Wider horizontal subjects require long-term studies with resources at their disposal. Another point is that the development of CC did not proceed in the desired way. In addition to being scientifically valid, the commissioned research also needed broader expertise. The requirement for horizontality means, not only multidisciplinary, but also an understanding of the phenomena under investigation from the perspective of several policy sectors. One minor thing is that there have not been clear practices for resource sharing between ministries.

The primary interview material is not sufficient for deeper analysis of the situation after TULA-reform 2013. According to the evaluation of the reform (Haila et al. 2018), new programming instruments, in which policy-relevant research commissioning is based on the co-creative actions of several policy sectors, have been appropriate. However, there was still a need for deeper horizontal cooperation especially between ministries in steering of the research system (Ministry of Education and Culture 2018).

No clear evidence emerged that the success of the structural development phases was dependent on CC. However, one can say that requirements for CC have evolved during the structural development time (Figure 1.) and that might be one reason why the importance of CC has been emphasised through the time. Moreover, the informants brought up the subject of an ever-changing operating environment, which constantly challenges commissioning competence.

![Figure 1. The evolution of requirements for the commissioning competence from the sector-specific to the complexity competence](image-url)

### 3.3 The Challenge of the Changing Operating Environment - towards Complexity Approach

The steering of research activities in a continuously changing and complex operating environment was seen as especially challenging (at programme level). There are factors and actors that are not controllable. Inside the policy sector the challenge lies particularly in the emergent unexpected research needs. One has to try to keep the balance between research and monitoring inside the sector and balance between them with external needs coming from other policy sectors. In addition, there are needs for research and cooperative actions coming from the international policies like the European Union, and from the governmental policy outlines like new governmental level programmes and cooperative measures.

Figure 2 shows the management or operating environment with affecting policies pictured according to the informants’ descriptions. The figure shows as an example the scope of a manager responsible for the environmental sector.
Figure 2. The complex operating environment of public research administration in the field of environmental and nature resources policy. There are various policy needs and programmes to be considered in management, cooperation, and planning of policy-relevant knowledge commissioning both within and outside of the policy sector.

The operating environment of managers is a jungle of programmes and policies. Managers must deal with their own sector programme management, but the further a certain programme goes from the sector, the more uncertain the operations are. Managers were aware of the problems of cooperation and networking. Research managers deal with networks all the time. Concerning the control of networks, the answers varied even between the main groups. Usually they considered the networks as a solution when the matter did not belong to their own sector of administration or, more naturally, when it required international cooperation. On the other hand, almost all the managers saw their work as network or cooperation management. This is closely connected to effectiveness; how can the research be commissioned so that its results can be put into practice and form the basis of decision-making as easily as possible. Since the interviews, this matter has been the subject of heated debate in Finland and in the EU, and several things have been suggested to improve science-advising processes (Topp et al. 2018). Research institutes have strongly argued that the sector-specific research they carry out is, in principle, applied research, and research institutes have traditionally played a role in interpreting scientific knowledge for decision-making.

4. Discussion

Although the issue has been visible for thirty years, this is the first study on the commissioning competence needed to steer public research in Finland. CC has been examined in other contexts and other public services, mainly in the field of health care (McCafferty et al 2012), but the studies and the literature on commissioning the research services are rare and the commissioning guidelines have been made for the quality assurance of the process. The purpose of this study was to examine the role of the CC in the reform of the public research system. The result of the analysis does not fully support the research hypothesis as the development of CC has not been one of the main drivers, but rather the need for CC has co-evolved along the way with the significance of the research information within each public sector.

The research managers and research executives in public research are the key actors in the research commissioning...
process, and their ability to operate on multiple levels and dimensions in a constantly changing environment is crucial for the functionality of the interaction between scientists and decision-makers. This study shows that the question of CC is significantly broader than knowing the content and managing the procurement process. The concept of CC has been introduced in this article. In summary, CC plays a role in the process in which scientific knowledge is acquired and turned into policy measures. It considers several dimensions: research itself, related international and national background policies, future needs, time scale – altogether a very challenging combination to manage. CC can be understood comprehensively as a personal or organisational combination of knowledge acquisition skills, strategic planning, policy-setting and cooperation. This means capability to accomplish the challenging task of managing collaboration and producing usable research-based knowledge for current situations in a changing operating environment. In addition, when major parts of major societal challenges are horizontal and effectiveness of science-advice processes are unclear, this will create an even more challenging and complex operating environment for CC. In the evidence-informed or science-informed policy context, findings of this study support the criticism of an excessively linear approach to evidence-based policy (Cairney, 2016).

4.1 How to Cope with a Changing Environment – Resilience Management

In a small, open economy, future needs are related to focusing on national critical masses, the most promising and qualified niche areas, and the benefit of international research collaboration. Finland being a member state of the European Union, an additional challenge arises from the successful integration, reconciliation and balancing of innovation policies and related resources between national and EU activities. As described in previous chapters, CC is a combination of research competence and network management in an emerging and changing operating environment.

Previous literature shows that the research and innovation system has characteristics of a complex adaptive system. A complex system dynamically evolves in non-linear ways, giving it unique properties that distinguish it from other systems (Katz 2016). Scale-invariant emergent properties are a common feature of complex systems (Katz 2016). In fields like the environment and natural resources, there are always emergent phenomena, which are born or created invisibly and appear unexpectedly. The research and the decision-making systems must be adaptive to different situations. What factors encourage these properties of the study system to appear and emerge, if necessary? It is not a new thing to define a public administration system as complex (Eppel 2017, Klijn 2008, Morçöl 2005), but the key question is how to manage key factors of the system to maintain its functionality. There should be a capacity to react to these effects - to formulate actions for the better complex problem- management skills.

The concept of resilience has been introduced in several disciplines to define this capability. Its origin is in biology, but it is known both in social and natural sciences as well as in technology and engineering. Resilience is defined as an ability of a system to withstand changes in its environment and still function (Biggs et al. 2012). Typically, resilience has been divided three concepts: engineering resilience (Pimm 1984), ecological resilience (Holling 1973) and social-ecological resilience (Folke et al. 2002). Resilience approach is a common concept in change management in land-use planning. This study approaches the matter from the research managerial point of view when implementing science-informed policy. Although care must be taken in comparing social-ecological systems with the system of governance (especially deterministic assumptions, see Duit 2016), the management of public research and land-use planning could be considered as very similar processes. In land-use planning, resilience maintenance has been found to be a major factor in maintaining the functionality of the site under different pressures (Biggs et al. 2012). The situation is very similar when one thinks about what is needed from research management to favour resilience, to make the system adaptive but, at the same time, maintain essential research services in a continuously changing operating environment? This approach is close to the social-ecological concept in which resilience is a concept of adaptability, the capacity to cope with the unexpected in such a way that core values are preserved (Van Gunsteren 2006. See also Fisher 2015.). The use of the term ‘governance’ helps to capture these aspects where a multitude of actors interact in both formal and informal ways. The concept of governance is used not only to describe informal types of cooperation or state policy implementation but also regulation of social behaviour through networks and other non-hierarchical mechanisms (Fukuyama 2016). In the research world, “research governance”, i.e., considering the resilient characteristics of management actions, bridges the gap between a complex system, unexpected environment, and productive research management. The tools of governance enable the maintenance of adaptability and the resilience of a system where cooperative elements play essential roles. The managers are those in key positions in the management of research policy, both on a steering level and within their policy sectors.
Based on a multidimensional view of commissioning competence, a complex research environment can be managed in accordance with a framework built to manage a complex adaptive system in land-use scenarios (Table 3). Transferring the governance-by-resilience approach from the land-use planning context to the research management context seems usable. Maintaining and managing diversity, connectivity, feedback and governance are key words, as are decentralisation and collaboration.

As shown by the comparison in Table 3, in terms of research, diversity and the management of uncertainty through collaboration operate in the same way. It seems that, instead of direct tools, methods of governance are needed. Already the character of complexity means that simple or all-embracing guidelines cannot be given, except on a general level (Teisman 2008, Teisman and Klijn 2008). The problems are wicked and rarely completely solved (Daviter 2017). The command and control of the management arrangement do not operate, the environment changes all the time, and adaptive measures and methods are needed. In public administration, it has been shown that network management or governance form part of the complexity management (Sørensen and Torfing 2007a, 2007b, Daviter 2017).

It looks that the social-ecological resilience concept and resilience maintenance by governance are useful analogies when filling the gap between research management and its complex environment. Governance requires collaboration, but studies have shown that various types of stakeholders are not necessarily willing to deliberate and contribute to jointly negotiated solutions (Bodin 2017). The concept of the collaborative public manager introduced in the planning context in recent years (Bodin 2017, O’Leary & Vij 2012) is also suitable for the research management. The field at the interface of research management and sector administration is wide and the demands for knowledge challenging. The knowledge of the substance itself is only half of the picture; another side is cooperation capability (achieving operative cooperation, linking multidimensional policy and research objectives, bringing together multilevel actors, communication) (Figure 2) and coordination (Vermeiren 2021). Sectoral skills are still key competencies of the administration, but coordination and uncertainty management are also essential, as well as, on a wider scale, understanding the decision-making process and the principles of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>In research management context</th>
<th>In planning and decision-making</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maintain diversity and redundancy</td>
<td>Multidisciplinary</td>
<td>Diversity in research capacities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage connectivity</td>
<td>Cooperation and social networks</td>
<td>Support interactions and horizontal activities, networks, interorganisational collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage slow variables and feedbacks</td>
<td>Research education and capacity building</td>
<td>Consider time scale – forecast and evaluate, be aware of science and technology studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foster complex adaptive systems thinking</td>
<td>Accept uncertainty, open-endings, and non-logical processes</td>
<td>Understand and highlight unpredictability, uncertainty, and interdependence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourage learning</td>
<td>Support researchers’ education, multidisciplinary, peer-support and feedback systems</td>
<td>Evaluate, try, follow/monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broaden participation</td>
<td>Promote co-creation and participatory methods</td>
<td>Novel methods in research programme planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promote polycentric governance systems</td>
<td>Multi-level governance structures</td>
<td>Network management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

networking. What are they and what is required from the coordination and steering of cooperation, i.e., the governance of national and international networks (see also Hansen and Villadsen 2017) and from the role of scientific information (Newman & Head 2017) in evidence-informed policy making (Ansell & Geyer 2017)? How can the actors be bound together, affect operations and commitment, and how are the national and international operations connected?

5. Conclusion

Based on the analysis of this study, we can follow the development of the term commissioning competence and of its needs at different stages of the structural development in the Finnish public research system. The content of commissioning competence has evolved with the structural development of the public research system from silos to a horizontal view and with the need to research information in public policy processes. The meaning of commissioning competence has evolved from research and scientific expertise itself to the management of the entire process and data usability in the policy advice process. Since the last structural reform in 2013, the public research action’s emphasis has been more on managing the operating environment and policy-advice structures (Haila et al. 2018). We are seeing that complexity thinking with a pragmatic management twist is gaining ground in public administration (e.g. Raisio & Lundström 2015), as are the phenomenon-based politics (Kotiranta 2019) as well. The boundaries between the academic commissioner and the sectoral policy commissioner as well as between their operational environments is blurring. The tool is to focus on shared programmes prepared by co-creation methods and for ministries to act as policy experts in these research or innovation programmes. This means a constantly increasing demand for competence to complexity thinking and resilience management both in personal and at organisational level.
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